
Welcoming Patients 
to Presbyopia



Overview

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this presentation we’ll be examining:   the US lens market as it exists in 2021,   techniques for discussing presbyopia with patients   advancements in PAL technology which can ease the transition into presbyopia   best practices for fitting and dispensing progressive lenses



CURRENT 
MARKET

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we look at the current market in the US, what percentage of presbyopes (i.e., consumers older than 40 who have trouble seeing up close) would you guess wear progressive lenses?



There are 128 million presbyopes in the US*…

Only Half 
of Them 

Wear 
Progressive 

Lenses

*1. Care of the Patient with Presbyopia. American Optometric Association. 2011. 2. Zebardast et al. Am J Ophthalmol. 2017;174:134-144; 3.  U.S. Census Bureau. Table 9. Washington: Population Division. 2014.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The answer is about 50%.  Of the 117 million presbyopes in the US, only 58 million are progressive lens wearers.  The other half manage their presbyopia with readers, bifocals, or by simply removing their distance glasses.



Presbyopia

⬊

An irreversible 
loss of  the 

eye’s ability to 
focus 

AGE

Caused by 
aging

And results in 
blurred near 

vision 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we all know, presbyopia is a condition caused by the aging of the crystalline lens.  As humans age, the lenses inside our eyes lose their flexibility.  This results in an inability to focus on near objects.  Although this process (the loss of flexibility in the lens) begins at a relatively young age, it typically becomes noticeable right around the age of 40- because this is the age at which the lens can no longer focus on objects closer than arms reach.  As a result, virtually every person will reach a day where s/he simply cannot focus on something they are holding (because their arms aren’t long enough to hold the object far enough away).



Near Vision 
Has 

Evolved

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Modern life has intensified the impact presbyopia has on our ability to function.  In the 20th century, near vision was primarily used to read printed material.  In the 21st century the rise of digital screens- particularly smart phones- has both increased the amount of time we spend focusing on near objects AND the distances at which those near objects are held.



Digital 
Usage 

Impacts 
Near 

Vision 

On average, wearers spend at least 
• Up to 10 hours on various screens1

• Smartphones are checked up to 96 times per day, once 
every 10 minutes2

Multitasking requires the ability to see at multiple distances2

13”IN 16”IN 25”IN

1.Dr Damien Paillé. Impact of New Digital Technologies on posture. Points de vue 06/2015
2. Americans check their phones 96 times a day [press release]. https://www.asurion.com/about/press-releases/americans-check-their-phones- 96-times-a-day/. Accessed 2021

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the 20th century, printed material was primarily held 16” (40cm) from the eye.  The 21st century has introduced a range of “near distances.”  For example, smart phones are typically held at a distance of about 13” from the eye, while e-readers are held at 16” and laptop screens are typically 25” from the eye.  Additionally, we are now surrounded by other screens- such as in-car navigation, electronic menus, and a whole host of interactive digital screens.  “Near vision” used to be defined as 16”- but today it extends from 13-25”.



Presbyopes 
Quality of 

vision 

Near Vision 
quality starts to 

decrease as  
young as 

37 years old 

Rated from 0-10 

Total Sample: Presbyopes U&A - B3TSI - Brazil / China / France / India / US (9696 online interviews, wearers and non wearers, 35 - 60yo)   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This expansion of “near vision” has an impact on the quality of a presbyope’s vision.  Without correction the quality of our vision decreases dramatically as we approach the age of 40.  Fortunately, a good progressive lens can restore the quality of our vision throughout the new range of near vision.



Currently 58 million presbyopes use other solutions…
●lined multifocals (13% of lens sales)
●SV “readers”
●no correction

55%

13%

32%

PAL Segment by Country

Australia
45%
United Kingdom 42%
Canada
35%
United States 32%

United 
States 
Lens 

Market 

% of the population over 45 years old corrected, equipped with Progressive 
Addition Lenses

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As previously mentioned, only 50% of Americans currently wear progressive lenses.  In fact, lined bifocals still account for 13% of all lenses sold in the US.  Considering the US is often considered a very “technologically advanced” country, it is surprising (and somewhat shocking) to note the percentage of progressive lenses sold in our market lags behind other similar markets (PAL sales as a percentage of the market in the US lags behind nearly every other first world English speaking market).



For our patients and for our practices

We 
Can Do 
Better...

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we will discuss, progressive lenses are without question the most comprehensive solution for presbyopes.  This means we can improve the quality of vision of the 50% of American presbyopes who do not wear progressive lenses. 



Readers will never solve the underlying issue

We 
Can Do 

Better....

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the most common alternatives to PALs are “readers.”  This is particularly true for presbyopes who do not require distance correction (and therefore have never worn glasses full time).  Many presbyopes- upon discovering they can no longer see their smart phone, head to the local drug store (or shop on-line) to find a pair of “reading glasses” (aka “cheaters”).  They try different pairs until they find one that allows them to see their texts and apps.  Unfortunately, readers are only a partial solution- because a reader that allows you to see your smart phone will probably not allow you to comfortably focus on your laptop screen (because readers provide a relatively narrow band of focus).  A person wearing a reader will therefore have to position their eyes within 20” of a laptop screen (watch someone trying to use readers while using a computer, and you’ll quickly see the shortcoming of this solution).  Readers do not provide clear vision over the entire “range” of near vision- which now extends from 13-25”.



Bifocals create new issues and are a temporary solution

We 
Can Do 

Better....

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bifocals can restore near vision for younger presbyopes- but they cause their own issues.  First the line causes images to “jump,” because everything below the line is going to be enlarged.  As a result, the line is often in the way of what you’re trying to see.  Additionally, bifocals are eventually incapable of providing clear vision throughout the entire 13-25” range of near vision.  As a result, a bifocal wearer using a computer will eventually need to either sit far enough from the screen to see it through the distance portion of the lens OR (more commonly) move their eyes closer to the screen and tilt their head back (again, observe someone using bifocals when they are using a laptop, and the limitations of these lenses becomes evident).



Progressive lenses do better…
●a complete solution to presbyopia

The Best 
All 
In

One 
Solution 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Progressive lenses provide a complete solution to presbyopia, because they allow the wearer to focus throughout the entire 13-25” range of near vision.  The progressive lens wearer should be able to clearly and comfortably focus on all the devices and screens they encounter- from smart phones to the entertainment / navigation screen in their automobile.



The 1st solution a new presbyope is recommended 
by their eyecare professional is often their 

permanent solution…

New 
Presbyopes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first glasses a consumer wears after becoming presbyopic are crucial- because consumers tend to stick with the first solution they try.  If a consumer attempts to use readers at age 42, s/he will continue trying to wear readers throughout their presbyopic life- even though the readers will become decreasingly useful as they age.  Similarly, consumers who start wearing bifocals tend to continue wearing them throughout life.  Even though it is possible to switch to PALs after wearing bifocals (and many bifocal wearers would like to switch out of bifocals), practitioners are often too “gun shy” to recommend PALs to an established bifocal wearer.  Additionally, the process of learning to wear a PAL is easiest for younger presbyopes.  The key is ensuring consumers experience PALs early on in their presbyopic life.



The current average age of a progressive lens wearer is early 
50’s.  However, presbyopes should be prescribed progressive 

lenses as young as 39.5 years old 

Young 
Presbyopes 

Are The 
Opportunity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are a couple of observations to be taken from this graph.  First and foremost, new presbyopes (i.e., persons entering their 40s) is about to experience a generational shift.  Within the next couple of years, new presbyopes will be Millennials- not Generation Xers.  Going forward the typical new presbyope is likely to primarily use their smart phone as their primary digital device.  Since the smart phone is the device most commonly held the closest to the eye, this means the symptoms of presbyopia are going to be noticed at a slightly earlier age.  Generation Xers typically noticed the effects of presbyopia in their early 40s-   a Millennial may notice the signs of presbyopia in their late 30s.   



A 
Sizeable 

Opportunity

TRADE IN

TRADE UP

We understand that it can be 
difficult to talk to New & 
Young Presbyopes about 
progressive lens options

Presenter
Presentation Notes
New presbyopes represent a sizable opportunity to grow the progressive lens market.  However, it can be difficult to talk to new & young presbyopes about progressive lens options because presbyopia is one of the earliest irrefutable signs of aging (and most of us hate to discuss signs of aging J).  Over the next few slides, we’ll discuss best practices for engaging new presbyopes in a conversation that will determine the comfort of their vision for the rest of their lives!





COMMUNICATING 
WITH NEW 
PRESBYOPES 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Everyone is unique- including presbyopes.  It is important to understand how the individual new presbyope is approaching the challenges of their near vision.



Price 
Misconceptions

Presbyopia is a sign of 
Aging 

Dissatisfied Customer
Complicated to Explain 

Adaptation Risks

Dispensing 
Barriers 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are numerous potential barriers when discussing progressive lenses with a new presbyope- ranging from “but I don’t want to be ‘older’,” to “why are these lenses more expensive than the lenses I’ve always worn,” to “this is all so confusing.”We’ll look at each barrier and address them individually.



Assume Patients 
want to know about 
the best solution, no 

matter the price 

Presbyopia is a sign of Aging 
but No Need to discuss age, 

it happens to everyone 

Modern PAL 
technologies tend to 
exceed the patients 

expectations 

PALs fix everyday 
problems so you can talk 
about them in everyday 

language without getting 
caught up in technical 

details

Patients may not be familiar 
with PALs or may confuse 
them with bifocals or may 
have heard negative stories 
from others  Adaptation 
Risks

Overcoming 
Dispensing 

Barriers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Aging- Presbyopia is a normal part of aging- and it doesn’t mean you’re old!  Our lenses start becoming less flexible at a relatively young age- we just happen to first notice it around age 40 because of the devices we use in modern life.Satisfactory performance- The good news is PALs have gotten better over the past decade (at least Varilux PAL designs have).  Just like today’s iPhone is far and away better than the first generations of smart phones, a modern PAL is much better than previous generations.Complicated- Yes, PALs are more complex than other types of lenses.  Ironically, the complexity of the design makes the lens easier to use (again, today’s devices do so much more and involve a lot of technology- but the end result is they are easier to use).Adaption- These are not your parent’s lenses… early PALs were challenging to wear.  However, Essilor has invested billions of dollars over the past decade to make Varilux PALs easier and easier to wear and use- resulting in better vision!Price- Consumers are very familiar with other product types (automobiles, phones, TVs) and understand the best performance comes at a price premium.  However, most consumers are completely unfamiliar with ophthalmic lenses.  Eyeglass lenses are just like anything else- for example, an Insignia TV is going to be considerably cheaper than a Samsung- but the Samsung is going to allow a lot more functionality and provide far better performance and longevity.  Lenses are the same way.  The consumer needs to understand that the “deal” they see online is for Insignia-level performance.  A Varilux lens is going to provide a far different level of performance than a SOLA VIP.   



Let new presbyopes show you their visual difficulties*, and 
describe your recommendation of progressive lenses as a 

solution to what they describe.

*It may help to have various electronic devices available for the patient to use while 
demonstrating their visual tasks. 

Engaging 
Young 

Presbyopes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As previously mentioned, new presbyopes are now Millennials.  Millennials tend to seek individualized solutions (think of how many ads for things like banking services stress the newness of the approach).  Ask the Millennial exactly WHAT is causing their visual difficulty.  Specifically, which type of device are they using that presents a challenge and how are they using these devices.  The key is demonstrating that you are interested in their unique and personal visual challenges, and presenting optical technology as a solution to that particular issue.  Millennials want a personalized approach (the solution may be the same for many of them, but they want to know you understand exactly what problem they need to solve).



Pay attention to your patient’s description, take notes, and then 
make a recommendation based on what they’ve shown you.

The Millennial presbyope wants to 
know they’re getting 
product designed for their specific 
needs.

Engaging 
Young 

Presbyopes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Practice your active listening skills by letting the patient TALK.  Then, when recommending a solution tie it to what the patient has communicated.  “You mentioned your primary issue is with your smart phone, and I notice you hold your phone pretty close to your eyes- I’m recommending a progressive lens that provides the power your eyes need to see your phone in an area of the lens that you naturally use when looking at the phone.”



Dispensing 
PALs to 

New 
Presbyopes

However when  purchasing lenses, Presbyopes rely strongly on their 
doctor and optician recommendations

*Eyewear usage and attitude –B3TSI – Quantitative study – 2019 – France, USA, Brazil, China, India – 14216 online interviews wearers and non wearers - 15-65yo

The Eyecare 
professional 

recommendation is a 
key driver for 91% of 

PAL wearers*

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You might not think your patients listen to you, but they do.  91% of consumers indicate the recommendation of their eye care professional (optometrist and/or optician) is the main driver in the choice they make.  However, this works both ways- when you do NOT make a recommendation, the consumer’s takeaway is “that must not be the answer to my problem.”  Listen to the problem and then make a recommendation regarding how to solve the problem.



Emmetrope/Uncorrected
Presbyopes

This year there 
are 61 million
people aged 

41 - 56, which 
increases the 

number of 
presbyopes in 
the US*, but 

they aren’t all 
the sameAmetrope Presbyopesvs.

U.S. Census Bureau. Table 9. Washington: Population Division. 2014
Pew Research Center website. https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2019/01/17/where-millennials-end-and-generation-z-begins/. Accessed 2021.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Over the coming years, approximately 4 million Americans will become presbyopic each and every year.  However, there are VAST differences in the mindset of each individual new presbyope.  Perhaps the most noticeable is the difference between someone who is currently wearing glasses for distance vision and someone who has never needed to wear glasses for distance vision.



“I may or may not love
wearing glasses, but they

are a part of my life…

I’ve always been able to 
see everything with my 
glasses- but now they 
don’t work up close (or
I have to take them off

to see up close).”

The 
Psychology 

Of An 
Ametrope

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most nearsighted consumers have been wearing glasses for years- wearing glasses is a part of his/her life.  However, the glasses that have always allowed them to see everything are now falling short- because near objects are no longer clear when wearing their distance correction.  Most myopes will notice they can see up close if they simply remove their glasses- but that’s often inconvenient.



● Everyone experiences presbyopia
● Presbyopia reduces your ability to focus within arm’s reach
● There are 3 keys to resolving this issue…

▪ The Right Rx
▪ Perfect Fitment
▪ A Quality Lens Rx

(doct or)
Fit

(opt ician)

Lens
(PAL design)

SOLUTION

Welcoming the ametrope to presbyopia…

The 
Psychology 

Of An 
Ametrope

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The things to stress to the patient who already wears glasses involves a few key points…1.EVERYONE experience presbyopia- at some point in life (usually around 40) everyone who wears glasses for distance notices they have trouble seeing objects that are close up.2.The solution is an easy one- but it does require three things.  First, you need a prescription that ensures you see great at distance AND also provides the additional power you need to see up close.  Second, it is more important than ever that the optician helps you select the right frame AND properly fits the lenses in your eyewear.  Finally, there is a vast difference in the quality of the progressive lens options out there.  Fortunately, you have seen a great doctor who has provided the right Rx, you are a great optician who is very knowledgeable about fitting progressive lenses, and you are going to recommend a PAL that provides great quality of vision.



Why a PAL is the best solution for an ametrope

● Looks just like your current SV lenses (no-line)
● Works just like your current SV lenses

▪ No need to take them on and off
▪ No “image jump”
▪ Similar visual experience*

● Complete solution- now and in the future
▪ Presbyopia is an ongoing issue- fix it now

* With the right Rx, best fitment, and a quality lens

The 
Psychology 

Of An 
Ametrope

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is why a progressive lens is the best solution for the consumer who already wears glasses for distance.1.Progressive lenses will look just like your current lenses- there is no line to advertise the fact that you’re a presbyope.2.A well-fit, quality progressive lens will provide vision very similar to your current lenses- you’ll be able to see near objects just like you used to before presbyopia.3.This is the only solution that is going to fix the problem now AND going forward.  Every other option (including taking your glasses off) is only going to work for a while- progressive lenses will fix the issues you are having now AND will continue to provide seamless vision throughout presbyopia (because presbyopia will continue to become more evident as you get older).



“I have strong eyes- I do not 
wear glasses.

My eyes have always been able to 
focus on anything I need to see, 
but for the  first time in my life I 
cannot see some things clearly.”

The 
Psychology 

Of An 
Emmetrope

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is important to understand the mindset of someone who has never worn glasses.  Their self-image of themselves is “I do not need glasses.”Progressive lenses are designed to be worn full-time, so how does one overcome the change from “not wearing glasses” to “wearing them all the time?”



Welcoming the emmetrope to presbyopia…

●Everyone experiences presbyopia

●You still have excellent vision- but presbyopia reduces your 
ability to focus 
within arm’s reach

●There are 3 keys to 
resolving this issue…

▪ The Right Rx
▪ Perfect Fitment
▪ A Quality Lens

Rx
(doct or)

Fit
(opt ician)

Lens
(PAL design)

SOLUTION

The 
Psychology 

Of An 
Emmetrope

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Again, it is very important to communicate that EVERYONE experiences presbyopia- even people with “perfect vision.” Your eyes have not become “weaker,” they’re just behaving like human eyes.It is true you don’t need to wear your glasses to see far away, but the majority of vision in modern life involves objects within arm’s reach.  That means whatever solution you use to see up close is something you are going to be wearing a lot going forward (and more so as you continue to age).Again, the solution is an easy one- but it requires three components to work well: the right prescription, a great optician, and the right lens design (and they are NOT all the same).



Why a PAL is the best solution for an emmetrope

● Complete solution- now and in the future
▪ Presbyopia is an ongoing issue- fix it now

● “Cheaters” have a lot of shortcomings
▪ You haven’t had to think about your vision before…

✔ You have to constantly remember / find readers
✔ I’m guessing you receive texts throughout the day?

▪ Be prepared to buy a bunch of them
▪ Call them what you want, they’re still glasses, and 

they won’t look as awesome as what we can provide

The 
Psychology 

Of An 
Emmetrope

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With an emmetrope, you are competing against readers (which most emmetropes call “cheaters,” because they psychologically do not think of them as glasses… amazing but true).  The key is to gently- but confidently- educate the patient about the realities of readers.1.Call them whatever you wish- they are still glasses, and with few exceptions they aren’t very stylish.2.Yes, you only need them for “up close,” but you’re going to be surprised at how often you need to focus “up close.”a.If you have your smart phone with you, you’re going to need your readers with you as well.b.It’s a lot more convenient (and better looking) to wear you glasses on your face than hung from a shirt.c.You’ll quickly find you need a lot of readers- and you’ll STILL find yourself without them from time to time.3.Readers are a temporary fix, and they’re going to be less and less effective.a.They only give you one range of vision- today you only need them for up close, but up close is going to get farther and farther away and eventually the readers that allow you to see your cell phone are not going to let you see the objects you’ll need help with that are slightly further away.b.Although you don’t need an Rx to see far away, any time you need to see far away you’ll have to remove your readers.  Do you really want to be taking glasses on and off while driving a car?4.Once you get over wearing glasses, progressive lenses will provide vision that is the closest to what you’ve always experienced (i.e., you can see anything you look at without thinking about it).



PROGRESSIVE 
LENS 
TECHNOLOGY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ve arrived at that “third component-” a quality progressive design.  Always remember most consumers assume there is only ONE progressive lens.  Consumers need to be educated on the existence of a wide range of progressive lenses- with a wide range of performance.



Progressive design plays a 
crucial role in restoring near 

vision for presbyopes…

However, young patients 
need to understand that 

All PALs are NOT the 
same…

A poor PAL 
design can 
make even 
the best Rx 
and fitting 
turn into a 

bad 
experience.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Progressive design plays a crucial role in restoring near vision for young presbyopes…A poor PAL design can make even the best Rx and fitting turn into a bad experience.



When new & young presbyopic patients are asked 

“How many progressive lens designs 
do you think there are?”     

5 out of 6 respond:
All 

PALs Are 
Not The 

Same 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We conduct market research all over the country.  While there are regional differences in eyewear consumers, one thing is constant- a general unawareness when it comes to the difference in quality between eyeglass lenses.  Progressive lenses- more than any other- vary in their ability to restore visual performance.



Consider the side effects most PAL designs cause…

●Decreased sharpness at near

●Difficulty transitioning between far & near

●Off-balance “swimmy” feeling

●Trouble finding “just the right spot”

Who do YOU
suppose consumers 
feel are to blame?

All 
PALs Are 
Not The 

Same 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Known issues associated with wearing progressive lenses include: reduced sharpness at near and distance, difficulty transitioning between distance and near, a swimmy feeling- especially on stairs, and issues finding just the right spot in the lens for each near target. If you dispense a PAL that causes these symptoms- and the consumer thinks a “progressive is a progressive-” who is s/he going to blame for their issues when wearing a progressive lens that causes these symptoms…  the answer would be the optometrist and optician that provided them!  



Most “less than delighted” PAL wearers 
believe the problem is…

Rx wasn’t correct

Glasses were fit / made incorrectly

“If the doctor twirls the knobs and writes down 
the right numbers, I will be able to see.  If not…”

“If my glasses are made correctly, I shouldn’t have to 
get used to them”

All 
PALs Are 
Not The 

Same 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Think about it- when someone has a problem with a progressive lens, do they usually ask for a different progressive design?  No- they ask for a “recheck,” because they assume either the optometrist has screwed up the Rx or the optician didn’t make the glasses correctly.



However, the right progressive lenses allows your 
patients to see well and makes YOU look good!

Modern PAL technologies 
can exceed expectations
and generate delighted 
patients (and referrals).

The RIGHT 
PAL

= 
Happy 

Patients

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Conversely, if you provide a high quality progressive that does NOT cause symptoms, who will the consumer credit when their experience is better than their progressive-wearing friends and family?  Again, the practitioner gets the credit (or the blame) for the vision the patient experiences.



Sharp Vision – the patient’s #1 expectation

Presbyopes expect sharp vision in ALL lighting conditions…

Provide 
Sharper 
Vision

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Progressive lenses provide focus at all distances without a line.  Doing so requires the curvature of the lens to change seamlessly.  Unfortunately, a lens that changes power without a line is prone to higher order aberrations.  We’re not talking about unwanted astigmatism- which is common to all progressive lenses- but rather aberrations like coma, trefoil, and spherical aberration.  These “tiny” aberrations slightly reduce the sharpness of vision- especially in lower light levels.  Fortunately, Varilux PALs feature patented design technologies which identify and reduce these aberrations to levels lower than other progressives.  This results in measurably sharper vision- especially in lower levels of illumination.



Sharp Vision – the patient’s #1 expectation

Wavefront control 
provides sharp vision in 
all lighting conditions…Provide 

Sharper 
Vision

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lower levels of illumination pose a couple of challenges.  First, there is a reduction of contrast.  Brown print on a tan colored menu already has less contrast than black print on a white paper- when you exacerbate that by lowering the light level, a progressive that reduces contrast further is going to become troublesome to use. Second, the pupil dilates as illumination decreases.  A larger pupil size makes higher order aberrations even more noticeable. At the end of the day, a PAL featuring a technology like W.A.V.E. 2 Technology is going to provide the wearer with better contrast- which means sharper vision, especially in low levels of light.



A PAL 
shouldn’t 

require you 
to use a 

flashlight 
app...

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before you become a presbyope, it is relatively easy to read in low lighting environments through single vision lenses.  A progressive lens that costs considerably more than a SV lens shouldn’t reduce your ability to read in low lighting environments!



Smooth Transitions – for easier vision

Our eyes were designed to work together, but many PALs challenge 
binocular vision.

Dissimilar                 Similar

Provide 
Smooth 

Transitions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
People who do not wear glasses- as well as younger people who wear single vision lenses- typically have strong binocular vision, because both eyes are receiving the same image.  Progressive lenses often hinder binocular vision when the wearer looks away from the center of the lens- because corresponding points in the design produce different images.  When you look to the right while wearing a PAL, your right eye is looking through the temporal side of the design while the left eye is looking through the nasal side of the design.  Many (most) designs do not produce identical images at corresponding points.  Varilux designs feature SynchronEyes Technology- which calculates the lenses as a matched pair.  This ensures both eyes receive similar images throughout all directions of gaze.  Some Hoya lenses feature “Binocular Harmonization” which seeks to accomplish the same outcome.



You Should 
NOT

Have to 
Pause 

Netflix to 
Read a Text

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When you are younger and wear SV lenses, it is easy to glance down and immediately read a text.  Many progressives make it difficult to seamlessly transition between distance and near, because the brain has to contend with differing images during the transition.  To ensure comfortable vision when changing visual distances, you need to provide a lens that doesn’t impede binocularity- like Varilux progressives with SynchronEyes Technology.  Another example is quickly reading a text while driving.  You’re probably holding your phone down and to the right in such a scenario, and you want to be able to immediately read that text so you can return your attention to the road.



Confident Vision – no one likes swimmy vision

Magnification causes most PALs to create an off-balanced 
feeling (which many wearers describe as “swim”).

Eliminate 
The 

Swim

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Progressive lenses have more plus power in the bottom of the lens than in the top (that’s what an ADD is- additional plus power).  Plus power causes magnification- so the lower you look in a PAL the bigger an image will be.  This difference in magnification causes an effect known as “swim,” which is especially troublesome when approaching a ground level object- like stairs.  The only technology capable of equalizing magnification across the design is Nanoptix Technology- which is only found in Varilux X Series progressive lenses.  The wearer of a Varilux X Design lens will never feel “off-balance” because there is no swim.



It’s 
Easier to Go 
Down Stairs 

That Are 
NOT Moving 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Stairs are a lot easier to go down when they aren’t moving.  Most 40 something consumers don’t need to use a hand rail on stairs to maintain their balance, and wearing PALs shouldn’t require them to do so either…



Volume of vision – expand “the right spot”

Before presbyopia, every spot in the lens is the right spot for every
activity.  Most PALs require the wearer to search for “just the right 

spot.”

Expand 
Near 

Vision

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The blue cloud in the images represents the volume of area a modern presbyope needs to bring into focus during a typical day.  Most progressive lenses are designed to provide one focal distance in each direction of gaze.  This results in a relatively small volume of clear vision- which requires the wearer to move their head (a LOT) to swing that little sliver of clear vision around the blue cloud.  Xtend Technology- which is only found in Varilux X Series progressive lenses- uses a patented simultaneous vision concept to expand the volume of clear vision by 3-5x compared to other progressive designs.  This results in far less head movement for the wearer, and visual performance that is far more similar to what s/he experienced with SV lenses.



90%
of Visual 
Activities 

are 
Within 

Arms Reach...

Presenter
Presentation Notes
90% of our active vision occurs within arms reach.  Recommend a lens that provides a significantly higher volume of vision within arm’s reach, and your patient will receive natural, comfortable vision.  A single vision wearer doesn’t need to move his/her head all over the place to see their work space- with the right progressive lens, they will receive the same experience.  Needing to move the head around to find just the right spot is one of the biggest complaints progressive wearers make about their lenses.  Xtend Technology solves this issue.



All PALs are NOT the same…

Progressive design plays a crucial role in restoring near 
vision for presbyopes…

Sharp Vision – even in low light

Smooth Transitions – for easier vision

Confident Vision – even on stairs

Volume of Vision – eliminate the “right spot” search

The RIGHT 
PAL

= 
Happy 

Patients

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All progressive lenses are not the same.  Varilux lenses provide:measurably sharper vision- especially in low light,smoother transitions when changing visual distances,confident vision that doesn’t swim- even when climbing stairs, andenormously larger volumes of clear vision within arm’s reach.   



DISPENSING 
PROGRESSIVE 
LENSES

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Regardless of which progressive lens you recommend, the skill of the optician in fitting the lens properly has a huge impact on the visual experience the wearer will receive.



Even the best* PAL design depends upon the skill of 
an optician.

*Proper fitment becomes 
even more important with
technologically advanced PALs.

Rx
(doct or)

Fit
(opt ician)

Lens
(PAL design)

SOLUTION

The RIGHT 
FIT

= 
Happy 

Patients

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Virtually every advancement in PAL technology relies on having the fitting reference point (FRP, or fitting cross) positioned directly in front of the wearer’s visual axis.  



The right frame will provide 
enough space below AND above 

the pupil…

14mm minimum for short  progression
17mm minimum for regular progression

10 mm suff icient  depth for Far Vision 

The RIGHT 
FIT

= 
Happy 

Patients

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most opticians recognize the need to ensure the FRP is high enough in the frame to allow the wearer to receive adequate space for near vision.However, it is also necessary to ensure the FRP is far enough below the upper limit of the lens to provide adequate space for distance vision.An appropriate frame for PAL use will provide at least 10mm above the FRP to provide adequate distance vision.An appropriate frame for PAL use will ideally provide 17mm of space below the FRP- and a minimum of 14mm when a short progression is used.



The most important 
measurements to ensure

optimum PAL performance are:

●Monocular PD

●Monocular Fitting Hgt

To ensure these measurements
are accurate, the frame should

always be pre-adjusted…
PD
lef t  

Right
height

PD
right  

Lef t
height

The RIGHT 
FIT

= 
Happy 

Patients

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The importance of “nailing the PD” cannot be over-emphasized.  A 1mm horizontal error in FRP placement can reduce the usable near zone of a +2.00 ADD PAL by up to 40%.  Ironically, the one tool that should never be used for measuring a PD is a “PD Ruler.”  At the very least a CRP (corneal reflection pupilometer) should be used to ensure an accurate assessment of the monocular distances of the patient’s eyes.Also, the fitting height should be measured for each eye (a surprising number of patients have eyes that are not exactly the same height in relation to their ears and nose).Before taking ANY measurements, the frame should be pre-adjusted to the patient’s face (even if the frame being fit will not be the frame the patient eventually receives, the lenses need to be in the position they will be when the patient receives their completed eyewear).



Pre-adjust the frame to an optimal fit

✔Optimal = 10-14mm
✔Average = 12mm
✔Small vertex is ideal

✔Optimal = 8°-12°
✔Average = 8°
✔Avoid negative panto

✔Optimal = 4°-12°
✔Average = 7°
✔Avoid negative wrap

Vertex Distance          Pantoscopic Tilt        Face Form (Wrap)

If the frame cannot be adjusted to approximately
12mm, 8°, and 7° consider specifying position of wear

The RIGHT 
FIT

= 
Happy 

Patients

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A progressive lens designer makes some assumptions regarding the position the lens will be held in front of the eyes.  Typically, those assumptions are the frame will hold the lenses in the following position:8 degrees of pantoscopic (vertical) tilt7 degrees of wrap (horizontal) tilt12mm of vertex (the distance from the corneal apex to the back surface of the lens)Frames should be adjusted to conform to this position as much as possible.  IF the frame cannot be adjusted to hold the lenses in this approximate position, position of wear measurements should be taken and a customized progression should be ordered.Note- ordering a customized lens with “default” position of wear parameters provides no benefit to the wearer- s/he will receive the same design the non-customized lens would have provided.



Once the frame is pre-adjusted, measure PD and FH using 
either:

Become an expert with whatever method you use. 

PAL success depends on accurate measurements!

Manual / Traditional Digital Devices
• Pupilometer for PD
• Ruler for FH

• Tablets 
• Columns
• Apps

The RIGHT 
FIT

= 
Happy 

Patients

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A pupilometer identifies the location of the patient’s corneal reflex with respect to the center of their nose. Ideally, the position of the corneal reflex should be taken with respect to the center of the frame’s bridge (usually the center of the frame is congruent with the center of the nose- if not, special care is needed to account for the difference, because the lens is going to be decentered by the lab in relation to the frame- not the nose).Digital measuring tools- when properly used- have advantages over a ruler and pupilometer, because they do not trigger convergence.



Never measure a PD with a ruler…

Measure fitting height to pupil center, but PD to corneal reflection

●Fixation axis passes through the corneal reflection

●Pupil does not dilate symmetrically

Pupil Center vs.
Corneal Reflection

Corneal 
ref lect ion

Kappa 
angle

Pupil axis

Fixat ion axis

NN
’C

P
s

P
e

K

When 
Dispensing 

A 
PAL

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The visual axis of the eye travels through the corneal apex- which can be identified as the point at which light reflects from the cornea.  The corneal reflex is rarely- if ever- at the physical center of the pupil (this is due to the kappa angle, which accounts for the fact that the macula is not positioned directly behind the center of the pupil).  Using the corneal apex for PD measurements is particularly important when the patient is dilated (as they often are), because the pupil does not enlarge symmetrically (i.e., the center of the pupil when constricted is not the same as the center of the pupil when dilated).



Be sure to measure fitting height from the 
center of pupil to the “bottom of the box”

X
NN

• intentionally fit too low

• measured to frame edge
directly below eye

• failure to account for bevel

• frame shape excludes near

The most common error resulting in poor 
performance / adaptation is fitting a PAL 

too low.

When 
Dispensing 

A 
PAL

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The NUMBER ONE reason for PAL non-adapts in the US is a FRP that is positioned TOO LOW in front of the patient’s eye.  This happens for a variety of reasons:1.Some opticians “subtract” 1 or 2mm from a fitting height to ensure the patient will be able to see over the progression.  Some progressive designs have progressions that start above the fitting cross, which is often the cause of this fitting habit.  However, a quality progressive design will have a progression that starts below the fitting cross.  NEVER deliberately fit a progressive lens low (and if you have to do so to make a particular design work, you should stop using that progressive design).2.If the frame has a nasal upsweep, the optician may measure to the point of the eyewire that is directly below the pupil.  This is NOT the true fitting height.  In the US, we use the “Box System” of lens layout.  This means the fitting height is the distance between the absolute lowest point of the lens and the center of the pupil.3.Along the same lines, the lens includes its bevel.  In a zyl (plastic) frame, the bevel often extends 1mm or so down into the frame- this must be taken into consideration when measuring a fitting height. The quickest way to create an adaptation issue is fitting the lens too low!  Just say “no” to fitting too low!!!



When delivering eyewear (especially a 1st PAL)

●Verify Rx 

●Return to optimal adjustment

●Verify positioning of FRP

●Demonstrate performance
▪ Ideally using same devices from initial 

consultation

Congratulations!  
You have welcomed your patient to presbyopia…

When 
Dispensing 

A 
PAL

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When you receive progressive eyewear back from the lab…1.Verify the distance Rx is accurate.  If the manufacturer has provided a compensated power reading, apply ANSI standards to the compensated power- not the ordered power (this is actually the directive found within the ANSI Z80.1 standard).  The near ADD should be verified by the engraving under the temporal circular engraving.2.Readjust the frame to an ideal fit of 8 degrees panto, 7 degrees wrap, and 12mm vertex.  This will ensure the lens performs as designed.3.Verify the position of the FRP in front of the corneal apex.  This will often require “remarking” of the FRP.4.Demonstrate the performance of the lens.  Remember when the patient told you of the specific visual issues she is contending with?  Demonstrate how the lens resolves that specific situation.Assuming you have recommended a quality PAL design, adjusted and fit the lens properly, and verified / restored the fit during dispensing, you should have an ecstatic patient with restored near vision!



Questions
?

Pete Hanlin, ABOM

Essilor of America
Customer Development Group
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